Mission Grant Report Form
Iowa District West

Grant recipients are asked to complete and submit the
report form within one month of the completion of the effort or, if
a continuing ministry, by January 31 of the following year in
which the grant is received. Please submit any pictures, as well,
that would help to share the story with other congregations to encourage them in their ministry.
1. Please provide a brief overview of the effort.
Our vision to support an associate coordinator of ISM is still in the beginning stages. It
has been tremendously helpful to have an extra person helping with English classes and
getting to know the students. We started an extra Bible study and are working to
develop some of our programs.
2. What goals were established for this effort; that is, what did you hope to accomplish?
We hoped to increase our outreach to international students and create stronger
relationships with those already coming to our programs. Because it is a relational
ministry, more people/bodies, rather than more hours, is what you need every day.
3. Did you achieve your goals? If not, what do you think were some of the contributing
factors?
Not yet. It is taking time to train our intern, but she is catching our vision and bringing
good insight to things. She had zero experience working with internationals prior to this,
so it’s a sharp learning curve. When Laura was here January – May, things worked
really well!
4. Is there anything you would do differently if you were to undertake this effort again?
We still have two years left and we hope each year is better. Once our intern is
comfortable here, many things will change and we can do a better job of utilizing two
people.
5. What lessons were learned through this effort?
Though we’re in the growing/training stages, we have been greatly blessed to have extra
help. We are learning about communicating expectations, learning & utilizing strengths,
training and equipping for international ministry.
6. What suggestions would you give to a congregation considering a similar effort?
Be patient. Decide what is most important-getting things done or helping someone
grow? Jumping into an existing ministry is not something learned overnight.

7. Contact person
Name: _Hannah Moore & Mark Heilman___________________________
E-mail: _ism.mlchurch@gmail.com_______ Phone: _515-292-5005_________
Congregation: Memorial Lutheran, Ames____________________________

